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Correct pronoun use is important for everybody in the LGBT
community especially for trans, non-binary and gender

diverse people. 

This ebook we will provide information to help everyone
understand more and comfortably talk about pronouns in

their own daily conversations. 

By normalising the discussion around pronouns we can help
to create an inclusive environment for everyone.
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WHAT IS A PRONOUN?
 

Pronouns are words that are used in place of nouns.
If you say "That's Tamara, She is nice," the word "she"
is the personal pronoun which is being used in place

of "Tamara".
 

WHAT IS A GENDER NEUTRAL PRONOUN
 

A gender neutral or gender inclusive pronoun is a
pronoun which does not associate a gender with the

individual who is being discussed.
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They Them 

Themself
Their(s)

 
 Ze Zir(s) Hir Hir(s)

Zieself Hirself
 
 
 
 
 

Gender neutral  Pronouns 
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Gendered Pronouns 
 She/Hers (singular, usually feminine

specific)
She Her Her(s)

Herself
 

He/His (singular, usually masculine
specific)

He Him His
Themself/ Himself/Zirself

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&sxsrf=APq-WBvS2avbG6Qz69paD5WY_U3KLzoHCg:1644274802614&q=neutral&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiWzJb82O71AhXuQkEAHYuUBNAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDA


Majority of people have the privilege of never having to disclose or
explain their gendered pronouns as they are male, female he/him or

she/her from birth. 
 

People who are transgender or gender neutral frequently experience
having their gender discredited through misgendering or being
subjected to people refusing to acknowledge their pronouns. 

 
Many offences to do with misgendering are often dismissed,

mocked, or even responded to violently. 
 

The negative impact from misgendering contributes to a culture that
punishes many people which effects their mental health. 

 
People who identify as LGBT are more likely to self harm and want to
take their own lives. So It is important to use pro nouns in a positive

way to validate, accept and humanise the LGBT people in community
. 
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Why Pronouns Matter

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&sxsrf=APq-WBvFFoSj2EGlNRevDqrRue2rCiZypg:1644272876743&q=acknowledge&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiMkO3l0e71AhXQQEEAHWXgAasQkeECKAB6BAgBEDA
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&sxsrf=APq-WBuTdhjL7_ZZ2Bed-Hb1CkNK8v2MJQ:1644273019367&q=offenses&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi4oO6p0u71AhWmQkEAHcvHA70QkeECKAB6BAgBEDA


 
 
 
 

You should not assume a person’s pronouns
based on their appearance. 

When meeting someone new, take the
opportunity to respectfully ask which pronouns

they use. 
 

Remember, some people may use multiple
pronouns. 

 
we shouldn't make assumptions about a

person’s pronouns from their appearance,
voice, or characteristics.
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There’s a wide variety of reasons someone may use two or more sets of
pronouns. Pronouns may indicate someone's gender, but do not always.

This means someone can be non-binary and use he/him pronouns or be non-
binary and use she/her pronouns. With this in mind, pronouns can be less
related to gender identity, and more of a way to acknowledge the complexity
of gender.  

 

Don't assume someone's pronouns 
 

Some people use multiple pronouns because they prefer one set of pronouns,
but are okay with a another set of pronouns; some use multiple pronouns
because they’re indifferent to all pronouns; and some people use multiple
pronouns to try out new pronouns. 

 

You can always ask for guidance in a way that is respectful 
 

If you're talking to a friend for example who uses he/they pronouns, you might
say something like, 'I ran into Paul the other day, and they said we should come
over for a bbq. He said there will be burgers' If you only use one this may be
perceived as how you see them
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 Multiple Pronouns



You could use gender inclusive openers such as “Welcome
everyone” instead of “Ladies and Gentlemen”. 

 Don't make assumptions about which pronouns a person
uses. Provide the opportunity to tell you their name and

pronouns.
Have students and staff fill out a “getting to know you” form
on the first day or over email before the first day to include

the name they want you and their peers to use. 
Introduce yourself with your pronouns. (i.e. “My name is
Orlando, and I use he/his pronouns”), and then have all

students/ colleagues to do the same. This normalises the
introducing of pronouns, instead of making it something only

LGBT students have to do. 

How to introduce pro nouns in schools and workplaces?
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Apologise - A simple, “I’m sorry” will do. Do not
express your embarrassment or explain why you
misgendered them. 
Correct yourself - If you used “she” to refer to
someone who identifies  as “he” “I meant ‘he,” and
move on.
If the person you misgendered is upset have a word
with them discreetly and ask about their needs and
how you can best support them.
If someone else makes a mistake correct them. If this
happens more than once, speak to them privately and
explain why it is important that they respect
pronouns.

Making Mistakes
 

Until you become used to using pronouns you are likely
to make mistakes,  how you respond to the mistakes is
important. When we make a mistake, We might become
embarrassed or angry with yourself those feelings are
normal but can cause more harm than the initial mistake
if we react to them.


